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Abstract
Online health communities (OHCs) are the platforms for patients and their care-givers
to search and share health-related information, and have attracted a vast amount of
users in recent years. However, health consumers are easily overwhelmed by the
overloaded information in OHCs, which makes it inefficient for users to find contents
of their interest. This study proposes a framework for content recommendation by
analyzing user activities in OHCs that utilizes social network analysis and text mining
technology. We model users’ activities by constructing user behavior networks that
capture implicit interactions of users, based on which closely related users are detected
and user similarities are calculated. Text analysis are performed using topic model to
select the threads for final content recommendation. Based on the data collected from
a famous Chinese OHCs, we expect that our model could achieve promising results.
Keywords: Content recommendation, online health communities, user behavior, social
network analysis

Introduction
OHCs have seen a substantial development over the last decades. Health consumers participates in
various discussions to exchange health-related information with peers (Yan et al. 2016; Yang and Gao
2018). Social support is generated during social networking with each other, which has been found
essential for patients to cope with stressful health conditions. Research has shown that social support
contributes to health outcomes by enhancing patients adherence to medical treatment (DiMatteo 2004).
Informational support help patients reduce uncertainty by providing information and knowledge, such
as experiences, advices and opinions (Kagashe et al. 2017; Yan et al. 2016). Emotional support help
patients to maintain a positive attitude towards healthcare issues and obtain better health outcomes
(Zhang et al. 2013). Patients can discuss concerned topics with people who have similar conditions and
know what their peers are experiencing in OHCs (Jiang and Yang 2017).
However, users can be easily overwhelmed by the ocean of information as tremendous contents are
generated continuously in OHCs, and it is tough for users to find contents of interest efficiently. Most
patients cannot fully understand their health conditions due to the lack of medical knowledge. In
addition, patients usually use very different expression style from healthcare professional and cannot
precisely express their health issues, which lead them to poor information searcher. Furthermore, new
threads posted by users can be easily swamped in discussion board. Consequently, an effective content
recommendation system is desired to find the topics that are of interest to users in OHCs.
Existing recommendation systems usually focus on explicit relationship between entities in social media
websites such as Facebook and Twitter, where social ties are basically built based on real-world
connections. In OHCs, however, users contact with each other based on common interests or concerns
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rather than long-term relationships (Jiang and Yang 2017). Therefore, new topics that are potentially of
interest to users can be detected by finding the users that share similar behaviors in OHCs. In addition,
most social network-based recommendation approaches ignore the usage of contents information in
social media, which depict users’ interest and can be utilized to measure user similarity.
Based on the above observations, this study proposes a framework of content recommendation in OHCs
using social network analysis and text mining. Implicit user behavior networks are constructed
according to user activities traits, and users who share common interest can be detected based on the
networks. Topic model is utilized at last to find the contents for final recommendation. According to
homogeneity theory, users share similar interest tend to connect to each other and closely connected
users tend to share interest. A thread for recommendation is the one that is not currently engaged by a
focal user, but is participated by other similar users. In addition, users are more likely to interest in the
threads that are similar in terms of topics of their discussion history in OHCs.

Related Works
Extensive studies have been performed to recommend personalized contents for users in recent years.
We provide a short literature review here due to the limit of paper length. Content-based approaches
(Cami et al. 2019; Lash and Zhao 2016) recommend articles or books that are similar to items previously
preferred by a specific user. Methods such as information retrieval and machine learning technologies
can be used to analyze the contents of items and generate recommendations. Collaborative filteringbased systems (Geuens et al. 2018; Sahoo et al. 2012) recommend items for users based on opinions of
other people who share similar interest . Collaborative filtering-based systems can be divided into userbased approach that recommend items liked by similar users, and item-based approach that recommend
items that are similar to those previously preferred by them. Due to inability of finding sufficient similar
neighbors in sparse dataset, social relationships are emerging as another improvement facet for
recommendation systems (Lu et al. 2015). Recommendation systems that based on social network
(Crespo et al. 2011; Fang and Hu 2018; Martens et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2016) make recommendation
by analyzing user connections with each other. Context aware (Binucci et al. 2017; Panniello et al. 2016)
approaches incorporate context information that can be used to characterize the situation of a target to
enhance recommendation in certain circumstances. Computational intelligence-based approaches
(Ghoshal et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2018) utilize technologies such as association rules mining, deep
learning and Bayesian technologies to construct recommendation models. Hybrid recommendation
systems (Li et al. 2005; Xu et al. 2017) that combine multiple technologies could achieve better
performance by overcoming the shortages of traditional approaches. Content recommendation is of
great value to both online health consumers and OHCs yet remain not fully investigated. As discussed,
both text contents and user network are potentially critical in thread recommendation. Content-based
methods make recommend based on text analysis but ignore the user network knowledge, while
collaborative filtering-based systems fail to make full use of text information. In sight of this, this paper
integrates social network analysis and content analysis technologies to recommend items of interest to
users in the context of online communities.

Methodology
The designed framework for content recommendation in OHCs contains four steps: implicit network
generation and normalization, user communities’ detection, user similarity analysis, and content topic
analysis, as shown in Figure 1. At first, we build and normalize two implicit networks, namely
undirected user behavior network and directed user behavior network to model users’ activities based
on a training dataset collected from an online health community. Second, hierarchical user communities
are detected based on the undirected user behavior network by recursively performing a modularity
based community detection algorithm to find closely connected users. Meanwhile, the similarities
between the users in the directed user behavior network are calculated using an adapted SimRank
algorithm. The threads that are posted by similar users within the same sub-community are selected as
candidate contents for recommendation. Lastly, content analysis is performed using topic model to find
the most related threads with contents that are posted by the focal user as final threads recommendation.
The performance of proposed model is then evaluated based on a test dataset.
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Figure 1. The Framework of Proposed Content Recommendation
System

Implicit Networks Generation and Normalization
In this section, two implicit networks, namely undirected user behavior network and directed user
behavior network are constructed to depict the characters of users’ activities in OHCs. The detail of
network generation and normalization are described as follows. In OHCs, users exchange health-related
information by posting and replying to each other in discussion threads. The undirected implicit user
behavior network (denoted as ..) is built based on the idea that two users are considered to share similar
interest if they join in the discussion of the same threads, and are more similar if more such connections
exist. Consider a simple example shown in Table 1, both user A and user B joined the discussion of
thread T1, so A and B are connected in B , as shown in Figure 2(a).
Table 1. An Example of Online Discussion
Dataset
Threads

Users

NU

T1

A,B

2

T2

A,D

2

T3

A,B

2

B,C,D

3

T4

*NU: number of users in each discussion thread.

Three aspects are considered to assign the weight of links in B :


The more threads that two users share, the higher the weight of the link between them.



The more popular a thread, the lower the weight it contributes.



The more threads that a user has discussed, the lower the weight of the links that connect the
user should be.
In OHCs, users tend to enroll in the discussions that of their interest, so the more threads that two users
get involved simultaneously, the more similar interest they share. For the second aspect, if a thread is
quite popular and attracts wide discussions among users in OHCs, the thread usually provides little
information for interest similarity calculation between users. In this study, we simply use the inverse of
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the number of participants: 1 NU to weight a thread that two users share. Based on the first two aspects,
we weight the link between two users in B as:
wij 

1
,
tthreads ( ui ) threads ( u j ) NU t



(1)

where wij is the weight of the edge between users ui and u j in B , threads(vi ) and threads(v j )
represent the thread sets that users ui and u j have participated in respectively, and NU t is the number
of participants in the thread t .
Users normally have various aspect of interest and likely to join in many discussions, so these users
share more common threads with other users in the network, compared with those users that are less
active in OHCs. In this way, active users could obtain much larger edge weights than inactive users in
the built weighted network, and these higher weighted edges may dominate the analyses of the network.
Therefore, the third aspect of assigning edge weight is proposed. We use the number of threads that a
user has participated: fi as the node weight of the user users ui , as shown in Figure 2(a). In the study,
we normalize the network B to Bn in two steps (Zhang et al. 2016). We first normalize the edge weight
wij between two users in B as:
wij ' 

wij
fi * f j

(2)

,

where fi and f j are the number of threads that users ui and u j have participated in respectively.
Afterwards, all wij ' are normalized as:
wij 
''

wij '

max ( i , j ) wij ' 

(3)

,

The above two steps of normalization are shown in Figure 2(b) and 2(c), respectively.
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Figure 2. The Normalization of Undirected User Behavior Network
The obtained normalized user behavior network Bn can successfully capture the relative strength
between users. However, Bn fails to distinguish the influence from the perspective of each user, which
means the affinity of user ui to user u j could be different. To address this problem, we define an
directed implicit user behavior network (denoted as B ). The weight of both edges between two users
in B are equal before normalization, which are the same as in B , namely wd (i , j )  wd ( j ,i )  wij , as
shown in Figure 3(b). To capture the local information of a user, we normalize the directed network B
to Bn as follows:
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wd (i , j ) ' 

wd (i , j )
fi

(4)

,

where fi is the number of threads that user ui has participated in. The generated normalized directed
network is shown in Figure 3(c).
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Figure 3. The Normalization of Directed User Behavior Network

User Communities Detection
In this section, we detect user communities based on the constructed undirected user behavior network
Bn . The detected communities are considered as closely connected users who potentially share similar
activity modes and have similar interest in OHCs. Consider a thread t that is engaged in by user ui but
is not engaged in by user u j , we assume that user u j is more likely interested in the thread t if users

ui and u j share similar interest. Therefore, to find the threads that are potentially of interest for users
who are not engaged in these threads but are engaged in by other close ones, we need to detect the users
that are closely related to each other. The built user behavior networks can capture the interest
relationship among users in OHCs by incorporating both thread information and user activities. Users
that show similar interest are expected to be connected closely in the user behavior network, and
community detection technologies can be utilized to detect users that are closely connected to each
other. Hierarchical community detection is used for the normalized undirected implicit user behavior
network Bn to detect user communities, the approach is based on the well-known community detection
algorithm named modularity maximization (Newman 2006). Modularity (Q) measures the quality of a
partition in a network, and higher modularity values indicate better partition results. The calculation of
modularity is as follows:
Q

ki  k j 

1
   Aij 
  Ci , C j  .
2m ij 
2m 

(5)

where m represent the number of edges in a network; Aij is an element of the adjacency matrix of
network and denotes the edge weight between nodes ui and u j ;   Ci , C j  indicates whether nodes ui

and u j are in the same community; ki and k j denote the node degree of nodes ui and u j respectively;
and
 w ''
Aij   ij
 0

if node u j connects to node ui ,
otherwise.

(6)

1 if nodes ui and u j belong to the same community ,
otherwise.
0

(7)

  Ci , C j   
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ki 



uh Bn , h  i

whi '' .

(8)

The community detection algorithm is run recursively to divide Bn and further divide the detected big
communities into smaller ones, and it stops when the size of all detected communities are smaller than
50.

User Similarity Calculation
After detecting the peers that behave closely to a user, we need to select the most similar users that are
related to each user. This section calculates the exact behavior similarity among users in OHCs based
on the constructed directed user behavior network. We adapt the SimRank algorithms (Jeh and Widom
2002) to measure the similarities among the users in the user behavior network Bn . SimRank is an
algorithm that can measure the similarity between each pair of nodes in a network based on the intuition
that two objects are similar if they are related to similar objects (Jeh and Widom 2002). We calculate
the similarity of two nodes u and v in the network Bn as follows:
0 if u  v,
s0  u , v   
1 if u  v.
sk 1 (u, v) 

c
I (u ) I (v)



I (u )
i



I (v)
j

(9)

sk ( I i (u ), I j (v)) wd ( Ii (u ),u ) '  wd ( I j ( v ),v ) ' .

(10)

where c is a constant between 0 and 1; I (u ) and I (v) represents the set of in-neighbors of nodes u
and v , and s  u, v   0 when I (u )   or I (v)   ; wd ( Ii (u ),u ) ' and wd ( I j ( v ),v ) ' are the edge weight in

Bn from one of the in-neighbors to the nodes u and v respectively. We run the adapted SimRank
algorithm recursively to calculates the similarities between nodes by updating the similarities values of
each pair of nodes in the network. The top n most similar users who are in the same sub-community
with a focal user are selected as the final close users.

Content Topic Analysis
All the threads that the close users of a focal user have involved but not involved by the focal user are
considered as the candidate contents for recommendation. This section chooses the threads for final
recommendation from the candidate contents pool. To find the contents that are of interest to a focal
user, we use a topic model based approach to detect the threads that are most similar to the contents
posted by the focal user for final selection. This study uses Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et
al. 2003). LDA is a generative statistical model that posits each document a mixture of various topics,
and assumes that each word’s presence is attributable to one of the document’s topics. The contents of
text i can be represented by a topic distribution Ti  Ti ,1 , Ti ,2 ,..., Ti , K  where Ti , k is the weight of the
k th topic and



K

T  1 . We define the similarity between two collections of text using normalized

k 1 i , k

cosine similarity as:
K

T

Ti T j

1
sim(t i , t j ) 
 
2
2 Ti T j

i ,k

k 1

K

2

 (T
k 1

i ,k

T j ,k



K

)

2

 (T
k 1

j ,k

)

2

1
2

(11)

The resulting similarity values range between 0 and 1, where a bigger value indicates higher similarity
between the pair of text. We choose the top m most similar threads as the final recommendation
contents to the focal user.
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Experiment
The dataset was obtained from “TMJY” (bbs.tnbz.com), a famous Chinese online health community
for diabetes. We crawled threads that are posted between July, 2016 and December, 2016 in the
discussion board “Type 2 diabetes” at the end of May, 2018 using a python program. The collected
thread information includes thread id, poster id, post time, title, message id, message time and post
content. In addition, user information such as user id, gender, birth date and friends list were also
collected. Finally, 27, 786 threads which contain 452, 988 messages that are generated by 6, 035 users
were obtained. We use message as the basic unit in experiment, and the collected dataset was randomly
split into two parts, with 90 percent as the training dataset and the rest 10 percent as the test dataset.
The process was repeated 10 times, and each time with a different random training and test sets. The
average of the 10 results generated from each dataset are regarded as the final performance, and
Precision, Recall and F1-Measure are used as evaluation metrics. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed model, four recommendation methods are selected as benchmarks. User-based and item-based
collaborative filtering methods are selected due to their wide usage in recommendation systems. We
take advantage of content-based method as the aim of this work is to recommend threads. Random
selection method is incorporated to evaluate the exact performance of each method.

Conclusion
Online communities provide consumers ideal spots for health information exchange. Informational and
emotional support are generated during the discussions among peers which facilitate consumers in
various ways. However, the huge volume of user generated contents in OHCs make it threatening for
consumers to find the contents they need efficiently. Users’ behavior implicitly depicts their concerns
and can be used for interest modeling. This study proposes a framework to recommend content for users
in OHCs based on their previous activities traits. The model utilizes social network analysis and text
mining to find the threads that are potentially of interest to user. A dataset is collected from an online
health community to evaluate the proposed framework. We expect that our work contributes to the
literature in the following aspects. First, the study designs a novel framework of content
recommendation for users in online health websites from the perspective of user behavior analysis. In
addition, user generated contents are analyzed to enhance final recommendation. Second, implicit user
behavior networks are constructed based on user activities in online discussion boards in this work,
which help to analyze user activities and find user communities that share similar interest. It provides
researchers another perspective to find out users’ attention points. The potential limitations of this work
are as follows. First, this study captures users’ activities in online health forums when they post or reply
in thread, but fails to catch other types of activities such as browsing, which could result in inappropriate
recommendation. Second, the proposed recommendation framework could be unfavorable to new users
or users who are inactive in websites as little activity information can be captured.
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